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t-Designs with General Angle Set 
S. G. HOOOAR 
The known infinite Delsarte spaces are d-spheres, and projective spaces over the reals, 
complex numbers, quaternions and octonions. We derive, in a unified manner, intersection 
numbers and other parameters for general t-designs in these spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of combinatorial t-design was fruitfully extended by Delsarte, Goethals 
and Seidel [12] to t-designs on the sphere g2 in R e and then by Neumaier [24] to 
t-designs in the projective spaces P = ~_pa-1 of 'lines' through the origin in F a, where 0 z 
denotes the real numbers ~, complex numbers C, quaternions H or Cayley numbers 
(octonions) O. 
Such a t-design is a finite subset X of the given space E, defined via Jacobi 
polynomials an(x) [26] related to certain spaces of harmonic functions. It can also be 
seen as a system of points for quadrature [13, 25]. In every case there is a real inner 
product (x, y) and we define the angle set A, of size s, by 
A={(x ,  y):x, yeX,  x=/:y}, s=lA I .  
Then X is called a t-design in E if 
Qi((x, y)) = O, Vy e X, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  t. (1.1) 
xEX 
Much is known about combinatorial properties implied by values of t sufficiently high 
compared with s. Our results relate especially to the following: 
I. If t i> S -- 1 then the subdegree 
do~(x)=#{zeX: (z ,x )=ol}  (xeX,  aeA)  
depends only on o6 not on x. In this case we call X a regular scheme and write d= for 
II. If t/> 2s - 2 then the intersection umbers 
P~a(x, y) = #(z  ~ X: (z, x)= ol, (z, y) =13} (x, yEX,  o:, fi, y cA)  
depend not directly on x, y but on their inner product, y. In this case X is called an 
association scheme, a combinatorial object first studied by statisticians but now widely 
applied, for example, to error-correcting codes, since the pioneering work of Delsarte 
[10]. We write P~a for P~(x, y). The greatest value of t for which X is a t-design is 
called the strength of X, or simply tmax. 
A powerful method for determining strength uses the indicator coefficients" ai of X, 
defined by expanding the annihilator polynomial ann(x) of X in terms of the 
polynomials Q~(x). Thus 
ann(x) = IXl [-[ x - o~ 
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= ~ a, Qi(x). (1.2) 
i=0  
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Then the following result applies: 
THEOREM 1.1 [11, 12, 24]. (a) I f  ao, • . . , as >i 0 then ao . . . . .  G <~ 1. 
(b) Let  ao, . . . , G > O. Then X is an (s + i)-design iff ai = 1 (0 <<- i <~ s). 
Bounds  on IXI. Clearly each ai has a factor IXI, so ai ~< 1 gives an upper bound on Igl, 
called a special bound.  Meeting this bound is, by Theorem 1.1, one way to obtain a 
value for t. 
What  is missing? For a given E and angle set A, knowledge of the parameters d~, p~o 
and a; is restricted either to ~ with low values of s, or to the projective spaces P. In 
fact, intersection umbers p ~ are so far known only for low values of s. 
In Table 1 below, a check (~/) indicates that a result is known, while a Theorem 
number shows where we are filling a gap. Each theorem includes the checked results in 
its 'box' as special cases. The third block row has two lines, subdividing the cases of 
high s. 
Theorem 4.6 gives the special bounds arising from the al, while Theorem 5.3 
supplies the vital family of intersection polynomials necessary to implement Theorem 
5.2 in the general case. 
A prime aim in this paper is to unify results and proofs across all cases of £2, P for all 
angle sets. Thus there follows Section 2 which, though essentially not new, is included 
for completeness, for the benefit of the reader who may like to be reminded of this 
background, and as setting up results and notation we shall require. 
NOTE. An antipodal  subset of the sphere £2, one for which x e X implies -x  e X, is 
equivalent to a set of lines through the origin, and so to a subset of ~pd-1. Therefore 
X ~_ g2 will normally refer to a non-antipodal subset. 
The order of topics in succeeding sections is 2, Delsarte spaces and the polynomials 
Qn(x); 3, subdegrees; 4, indicator coefficients; 5, intersection umbers. 
2. DELSARTE SPACES AND THE POLYNOMIALS Q,,(x) 
The assertions I, II and Theorem 1.1 of the introduction hold in the wider setting of 
Delsarte spaces [24]. 
DELSARTE SPACES. Let E be an infinite metric space with finite diameter 6, finite 
measure o9, and distance squared Cxy (x, y ~ E) .  Then E is a Delsarte space if, for every 
pair of integers i, j/> 0, there is a polynomial f,7 of degree not exceeding i, j such that 
fe  i J do)(x)  =fij(Cab) (a, beE)  (2.1) Caxfbx 
TABLE 1 
Theorems filling a gap in knowledge of parameters of t-designs 
Subdegrees, d= Indicator Intersection 
coefficients, ai numbers, p~p 
Low s High s Low s High s Low s High s 
,/ Theorem 3.2 ,/ Theorem 4.2 ,/ Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 
,/ ~/ ~/ ~/ ~/ Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 
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By a standard classification theorem (see Helgason [14]) the spaces g2, P (Dr = 
~, C, H, 0)  are precisely the symmetric spaces of rank 1 which are compact and 
connected. They are Delsarte spaces [21] as a consequence of the theorem of H. C. 
Wang [27] that they are 2-point homogeneous: that is, each has an isometry group 
transitive on pairs (x, y) with Cxy fixed. 
So far so good (finite Delsarte spaces will not be considered here). But since our 
purpose is to treat cases £2, U z together as far as possible, we will stay with the general 
Delsarte space until distinctions are essential. 
The orthogonal polynomials of E. Tied to a Delsarte space are its associated sequences 
of orthogonal polynomials qi(x), q*(x), where i is the degree [24]. We shall include 
these as respective case e = 0, 1 of a sequence qT(x). The defining equations are then 
o 6 qT(z )q~k(Z )(6 -- Z) ~ dl~(z ) = 6ik, (2.2) 
where 6ik is the Kronecker delta and dlt(z) is a measure on [0, 6] induced from the 
measure dw(x) on E in a way which may be shown [16], for a polynomial f (z) ,  to be 
equivalent to 
-6  
where the 'pole' a is any chosen point in E. Then a finite subset X ~ E is defined to be 
a t-design in E if 
Z qi(Cxy) = 0 Vy • X, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  t. (2.4) 
xEX 
Inner products. For a Delsarte space E we denote by HARM(i)  (i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . )  the 
real vector space generated by functions fa: E - - -~ ,  x~q, (C~) ,  as a varies over E, 
with inner product (f, g )= fef (x)g(x)dto(x) .  Then HARM(i) ,  of finite dimension 
qe(0) 2 IEI, where IEI = fedog(x), is an important ool in proving theoretical results 
about E, via an addition formula derived from (2.1) and (2.2) (see [24]). 
Our concern right now is the implication that distance in E is given by an inner 
product (x, y): for the map E---~ HARM(i) ,  a---~fa, embeds E into the unit sphere so 
that, identifying a • E with fa, we have, for some positive constant B [24], 
cxy = B(1 - (x, y)), (x, x) = 1 (x, y • E); 
in particular, cxy = 0 ¢~ (x, y) = 1. (2.5) 
Notice that, given (2.5), the diameter 6 depends not only on B but on the range of 
values taken by (x, y) for x, y in E. 
Co-ordinates. For fixed a • E, any x in E corresponds uniquely to a pair (~,, Ya), where 
~. • [--1, 1] and ya is in the subspace of HARM(i)  orthogonal to a, with 
x = )ta + V] - -  Z2ya. (2.6) 
It does not seem immediate that y~ must be in E itself, for E is a subset rather than a 
subspace of HARM(i).  Yet simple further assumptions should achieve y~ • E, perhaps 
leading to a classification of (infinite) Delsarte spaces and/or the conclusion that £2, P 
are the significant ones. In any case, £2, • do satisfy Ya • E, and the practical 
significance of this comes out below. 
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It is convenient in practice to work with inner products rather than distances, and 
therefore we replace the q~(x) by polynomials Qe(x), with 
Oi((x, y)) = q i (O)  IEI q,-(C~y) (2.7)  
where the normalisation i  (2.7) gives the convenient formula 
dimension(HARM(i)) = Q~(1). (2.8) 
The model for P = ~_pd-1. So as to include the case D: = O despite its non-associativity, 
one uses Freudenthal's model of ~ as the restriction to idempotents of trace 1 in the 
real vector space Hd(~-) of d by d Hermitian matrices over ~:, with real inner product 
(P, Q) defined as the real part of the trace of matrix product PQ. 
There is the following connection with g2, where cos 0 = (x, y), the standard inner 
product in R d (0 ~ 0 ~ fir), defines the angle 0 between unit vectors x, y. For U: v~ O any 
two points x, y in P may be written as matrices uu*, where * denotes the conjugate 
transpose of representative unit column vectors for lines x, y through the origin in I :d, 
at angle 0 (0~ < 0~<:r/2) defined by cos 0 = I(u, v)l = lu* vl. It follows that (x, y) = 
cos 2 0. In particular, 0 ~< (x, y) ~< 1 holds even in case F = (~. 
NOTE. The four cases of I~ are handled simultaneously through parameter 
m = ½(BE: ~) [16]. 
NOTATION. Q~(x) will denote the orthogonal polynomials pecifically for £2 with 
e = 0; case e = 1 will not be used for £2, and superscripts e = 0, 1 will be reserved for 
the P polynomials, Q~,(x). We also use the abbreviations (x)~ = x(x + 1) • - • (x + i - 1), 
~(x) = x(x - 1) . . -  (x - i + 1), for i ~> 1, and (x)0 = 0(x) = 1. 
X e e X 2 THEOREM 2.1. Q~+~(x)= Qk( ) (e=O, l ,m=½)-  
PROOF. From the last line of Table 2 it is obvious that Qff(x) consists of odd (even) 
~2 X terms if n is odd (even), so we may write Qzp+~()=x~Hp(x2), covering the odd and 
even degree cases by e = 1, 0, where Hp is a polynomial of degree p. But then, setting 
x 2 = y, we obtain for i 4: k, 
fo I H~(y)H~,(y)(1 - y)N-m-,ym+~-X dy = 0 (m -- ½), 
which proves Theorem 2.1 up to a constant multiple, by the last line of Table 2. A 
more detailed check shows that the constant is 1, which fact comes from the relation of 
the polynomials to HARM(i) .  More details and references are found in [21]. [] 
Expressions for the polynomials Q,(x) 
(N)2~+~ ~ , ~,i[k~ i(k + m + e - 1) k-i Q~(x) (m)k+~k! /=0 t--i) ~ i ] i~+N + e -- ~ x (2.9) 
=~(- ly  -~ (U+Zk+~-l)(U)~+~+~-'xr. (2.10) 
~=o (m)~+~k! 
Qff(x) = ~ ( - l f (N)k  (2x) k-2~ 
#=o,(N + k -  2)r! (k ~r )  ). 
(N = ½d). (2_ 11) 
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TABLE 2 
£2 and P compared (cf. [16, 23, 24]): m = ½(D-: R) (m = ½ for £2), N = rod, l = N - m 
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£2 P 
a = e x = (1, 0 . . . .  , 0) 1" 
Qa = (Y E £2: (a, y) = 0) 
0~0~<0~<~ 
x=acosO+vs in  t v~£2~ 
(v indeterminate at x = a) 
(a, x) = cos O, Co~ = 2 - 2 cos 0 
6=2 
Q.(z) = 1£21 q . (0 )q . (2  - 2z) 
dto(x) = (sin O) d-2 dO dto(v) 
For i4 :k ,  e=0,  m =l ,  
0 = Qi(cos O)Qk(cos O)(sin O) d 2 dO 
= Qi(y)Qk(y)( 1_y2)N-m-1 dy 
I 
(putting y = cos 0 above) 
a = ele ~ 
P~=(yEP:  (a ,y )=0} 
P co-cordinatized, up to a set of 
measure zero, by pairs 
(0; P),  ~ 0~< 0 ~<~r/2, 
[ PEP .  
(a, x) = cos 20, C~ = 1 - cos 20  
6=1 
Q,(z) = IPI q , (0)q , (1  - z) 
d~o(x) = (sin 0)2t- l (cos O) zm 1 dO dw(P) 
For i ~k ,  e=00r  1, 
/ -  ~r/2 
0= J,, Q~(cos 20)Q~(cos  20)  
× (sin 0)2/--1(C0S O) 2m+2E 1 dO 
1 
= ft~ Q~(Y)Q~(Y)(1-Y)N m-t 
xy  m+E-I dy 
(putting y = cos z 0 above) 
The first few polynomia ls  are: 
Case £2: Qo(x) = 1, Ql(X) = dx, Qz(x) = (N + 1)(dx 2 - 1); 
Case P: Qo(x) = 1, Q~ = (N + 1)(dx - 1), 
Qz(x) = U(U + 3)((U + 1)2x 2 - 2(m + a) (u  + 1)x + (m)z)/2(m)z. 
3. SUBDEGREES AND CONNECTION COEFFICIENTS 
We recall and extend some notation. 
NOTATION 3.1. (a) For a finite subset X of a Delsarte space we have the angle set A 
and subdegrees dr, where 
A = {(x, y):  x, y ~ X, x ~y} 
s = IAh v = ISh  
d=(x)=#{zcX: (z ,x )=o:}  (xeX,  oceA). 
(b) For spaces g2, the unit sphere in D za, and projective spaces P = 0zP a-1 we define 
m = ½0:: ~) ,  U = rod, ci = (m)i/(U),. 
(c) Important here and in Sections 4 and 5 are the connection coefficients fki, with 
superscript g2 or e denoting respective cases g2, P, where 
k 
Xk = Z fk iQi(x) .  (3 .1 )  
i=O 
Consistency is retained, since we will not require e = 1 for the space g2. 
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The first goal of this section is to prove the inclusive Theorem 3.2 on subdegrees,  
announced in [21], for the known cases g2, P of an infinite Delsarte space. The second 
is a unified evaluation of all the coefficients f~i appertaining to g2, P. This is Theorem 
3.5, of which the following special cases are conveniently expressed in terms of the 
constants c~ defined above: 
fiio = Ci (X  c P),  
(3.2) 
f2,,o = Ci, f2i+l,o = 0 (X c::: ~"2). 
THEOREM 3.2. In the notation of Section 3.1, let X be a t-design of v points in g2 or 
P, with angle set A. I f  t >1 s - 1 then X is regular, with subdegrees d~ given by 
[V(CoG-1 + caG-3 + ' "  ") - F(1)]/F(o:), if X ~_ g2, 
[V(CoG-1 - ClG-2 + c2G-3 . . . .  ) - F(1)]/F(oO, if X ~_ P, 
where a~ is the ith elementary symmetric polynomial in the elements of A\{o:}, the 
summation continuing while i >t O, and 
F(x) = ~I (Z -x )  (Z e A\{oL}). 
PROOF. We have, for any x E X, and i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  t, 
dl(x)+ E oLidoL( X)= E (X, Z) i 
ixEA zEX 
i 
= E g 
z zX k=O 
i 
= E f,k E Q,((x, z)), 
k-O zeX 
by (3.1) 
on changing the order of 
summat ion 
since X is a t-design =fro ~ Qo((X, z)), 
= Vf/o, since Qo(o 0 = 1, Vo~ 6 ~. (3.3) 
As t >i s - 1, we have s equations (3.3) in the s unknown subdegrees d,~(x), beginning 
with do~(x) +" • . + dr(x) = v - 1 (note that da(x) = 1). In matr ix form, 
M[d, (x ) , . . . ,  dr(x)] w= v[foofm'" "f,o] w-  [1 1 . - -  11T (u =s-  1), 
where M is a Vandermonde matr ix with i, fl entry (M)m = fi' (fi e A). Such a matrix is 
known to be invertible, with (M-X)=i = ( -1 )  i au_i/F(o O, where ai, F(x) are as given in 
the theorem (see [1]). Hence d~(x) is independent  of x and, with u = s - 1, 
i:0 i=0 
[ 2 i ~ ] /  F(ol)  ~ = v ( -1 )  o~_ ,~o-  ( -1 )  o~_, 
i=O i~O 
= [v(fooa. - fmo. -a  +f2oO.-2""  ') - F(1)]/FOx). 
The result follows on our substituting the expression (3.2) for fro- [] 
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EXAMPLE 3.3. This is derived from the Leech Lattice [12]. 
A set of 47 104 points in g2___~23 with s=5,  t=7 has inner products re, 
subdegrees d~ given by Theorem 3.2, as follows: 
o; -3 /5  -1 /3  -1/15 1/5 7/15 
do~ 275 7128 22275 15400 2025 
and 
EXAMPLE 3.4 (Example 24 of the list in [16]). The 60 diameters of a complex 
polytope in C 4, the real form of which is the Gosset polytope 421 with diagram Es, is a 
3-design with A = {0, ~, ½}, and Table 3 gives the respective subdegrees as 15, 32, 12. 
NOTE. A table of subdegrees of t-designs in P is given in reference [17]. 
THEOREM 3.5. The coefficients fk,p for Delsarte spaces g2, ~ are given by setting 
e = O, 1 below, in Notation 3.1: 
f~,p = (m)k+~ p(k)/(N)k+p+~, (3.3) 
~2 e f2k+~,2p+~=fk,p (m=½); fr ,~=0 if r -  s is odd. (3.4) 
REMARK 3.6. From (3.3) and (3.4) we can recover the explicit formulae 
f i+2r, i -  (1 "[-2r)!/2i+Zr(N)i+rr! 
or, equivalently, 
k!~ QkQ_2i(x) 
xk = ~ i=0 (N)k-ii! (N = ½d). 
Of the lemmas below, 3.7 is an old result [2], and 3.8 is a Consequence: 
LEMMA 3.7. 
~] (_1) r 1 _ (p)~ . 
r=o (q + r)p (q)p+~ 
LEMMA 3.8. 
~(_1) i  q + 2i = 1, if k=O 
i=0 (q + i)k+l O, if k > O. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.5. We first invoke the simple reasons that establish the £2 part 
(3.4). We start with yk ~k ~ = p=ofk, pQp(Y), put y =x  2, and multiply both sides of the 
TABLE 3 
Subdegrees d~ for t-designs with t ~>s - 1 
Space A d~ 
(oz, t3} 
Q {o~,/3, r) 
p (o, od 
p {oz, ~} 
p {o, ,~,/3} 
[l + t~(v - l)]/(t~ - oO 
[v(fly + 1/d) - (1 -/3)(1 - y)]/(fl - oL)(y - ~) 
(v - d)/o:d 
[1 +/~(v - 1) - vld]l([~ - o 0 
[1 - f l -  v{(m + 1)/(N+ 1)-f l}/d]/(f l -  oOa: 
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equation by x~( = 1 or x), to obtain 
k 
xZk+~ = E fT, pX ~Q;(x 2) 
p=0 
k 
Z e 
= fk.eQ2p+~(x) (m = ½) 
equality is f rom Theorem 2.1, the relationship between the 
p ~0 
where the second 
polynomials of g2 and those of P. This proves (3.4), since the connect ion coefficients 
are unique. 
Rather  than appeal to general results, we give a direct proof  of (3.3). (Note that case 
e =0 is sketched in [16].) With f~,.e as stated, the coefficient of x r (O<~r<~k) in 
k e e X k e r e = ~r=0 and obtained f rom (2.10) is • ~p=ofk,pQp(), with Q~,(x) qppC, qp~ 
f k ,pqp , r  = ~ ~ ( -1 )  p-~ + - 
p=r p=r \ZV]k+p+e (m),+~p! 
= (m+r+e)K  ~ ( -1 )  e N+2r+2P+e-1  
,=,, (U-+ 77+ + i5 +, ' 
where we substitute P =p - r, K = k - r, r = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  , k. Lemma 3.8 applies with 
q = N + 2r + e - 1, i = P, to show that the above expression equals 1 for K = 0, i.e. in 
case r = k, and otherwise zero. This verifies the formula for f~,.r- [] 
4. INDICATOR COEFFICIENTS AND BOUNDS 
NOTATION 4.1. We recall that X denotes a finite subset of ~ or £2, with angle set A, 
and s = IAI,  v = IXI ,  m -- ~(U-: ~) ,  N = rod. The annihilator polynomial of X may be 
written 
ann(x) = a H (x - o 0 '  
otEA 
= 2 aiQi(x), 
/ 
where A = v//~Al-I (1 - ~r) 
i=0 
where the last equality defines the indicator coefficients a i of X. As before, the 
superscripts ~2 or e will indicate respective cases Q or P of the space containing X, and 
cr~ = or(A) denotes the e lementary symmetr ic  polynomial  o f  degree r in the elements of 
A. 
THEOREM 4.2. 
in g2 or P are given by the following expressions (note that a~ = a~i~): 
X ~ P: a~ = A ~ (--1)s--kas_k(m)k+~ (k)/(N)k+,+~, 
k=i  
Atm~ s-i 
- ~ JiS" t Dk(s ai ~ z_., , -  , i, - k ) (m + i),_i_k 
k )i+s k=0 
(s -- e )/2 
Q - ( -1)S-~A ~] a~-zk-~(m)k+~ X c g2: a2p+e 
k :p  
In the notation of 4,1, the indicator coefficients of an s-distance set X 
(4.1) 
p(k)/(N)k+p+~, (4.3) 
(,-0/2 (i + 2r)! os- i -2r (4.4) 
ff-~ 2i+2r(N)i+7 ! " r=0 
ai = ( -1)S - iA  
(N + s + i - k)kOk; (4.2) 
PROOF. 
have 
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Write 6 = A(- - lY -kO~-k  = Atr~_k( -A) .  Then, 
ann(x)=A H (x-a 0 
acEA 
= ~ t~x k 
k=O 
k~0 i=0 
= tk i Oi X , 
i=O k=i / 
by definition (3.1), 
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for all cases of Q,(x) ,  we 
on reversing the order of summation, and hence the general formulae 
ai = ~ 6fk,. (4.5) 
k=i 
Case S c ~. The formula for a~ is immediate from (4.5) and the expression (3.3) for 
fT,,p. Of course, 6 depends only on v and A. The case ai = a ° (cf. [16]) is obtained by 
restarting the summation from zero, with e = 0 (replace k by k - i, and s by s - i), and 
taking out the factors indicated. 
12 Case X ~_ £2. From (4.5) we obtain the formula for a2p+~ by noting that fr.~ = 0 for 
r - s  odd and substituting the expression of (3.3) for ~ _ E f2p+e,2k+e ( - - fp ,k ) ,  The second 
formula, for a~, follows by (4,5) from the expression of Remark 3.6 for f i+2r.i' [] 
EXAMPLE 3.3 CONTINUED. Consider 47 104 points in £2_ ~z3, with s = IAI = 5. The 
indicator coefficients ai for i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  5 are respectively 1, 1, 1, 55/87, 25/29 and 
375/899. Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, the strength is tma, = 5 + 2 ---- 7. This is the easiest 
way to determine tm~x if the special or absolute bounds do not apply (see below). 
SPECIAL CASES. X ~ £2: 
s = 1: a o = -vo : / (1  - oc), al = v / (1  - o~)d. 
s = 2: ao = A(o2 + d -a) = A(do2 + 1)/d, 
al = -Ao f fd ,  a: = 2A/d(d  + 2). 
s = 3:a0 = -A(03 +of fd )  = -A(dt73 + ol) /d,  
al = A[3 + (d + 2)o2]/d(d + 2), 
a2 = -acra /d (N  + 1) = -2ao , /d (d  + 2), 
a3 = 3A/4(N)3 = 6a/a(d + 2)(d + 4). 
s =4: a0= a(t7 4 +3 + (d + 2)oz) 
d(d + 2) / '  
_A3Ol  + (d + 2)or 3 6 + (d + 4)tr2 
al = d(d  + 2) ' a2 -- 2A d(d + 2)(d + 4)' 
6t71 
a3 = -A  d(d + 2)(d + 4)' a4 = 24A/d(d  + 2)(d + 4)(d + 6). 
EXAMPLE 4.4. The Higman-Sims graph related to the namesake finite simple group 
yields v = 100 points in £2~ ~z2 with A = {-4/11,  1/11} [12, p. 386]. The above 
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formulae with s = 2 yield coefficients ao = al = 1, a 2 ----- 11/36. By Theorem 1.1, this is a 
3-design. For  X _~ P: 
A = {oc}: ao = A(d -1 - o0 = A(1 - dtr)/d, 
al = Am/(N)a  = A /d(N  + 1). 
A = {c~,/~}: ao = A[(m)2 - m(N + 1)al  + (N)202]/(N)2, 
al = Am[Z(m + 1) - (N + 2)ad/(N)3,  
a2 = 2A(m)2/(U)4. 
A = {0, o:, fl}: ao = A[(m)3 - (m)z(U + 2)Ol + m(U + 1)2o2]/(N)3, 
al = Am[3(m + 1)2 - 2(m + 1)(N + 3)a l  + (N + 2)202]/(N)4, 
a2 = 2A(m)z[3(m + 2) - (N + 4)ad/(N)5,  
a3 = 6A(m )3/ ( U)6. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. A set of 819 points in the Cayley plane OP 2 has A = {0, ¼, ½}, 
forming a general ised hexagon based on x incident to y iff (x, y )= 0 (for further 
details, see [9]). The above formulae give ao=ax- -a2 = 1; therefore we have a 
5-design. In fact, this is the strength, or highest possible value of t, in case 
A = {0, or, fi}; see Remark  4.8. 
Special bounds 
THEOREM 4.6. For an s-distance set of v points in g2 or P we have, in the notation of  
4.1: if ao . . . . .  as>~O then with u = [s/2], N- -½d in case f2, 
(U) .  [I (o~ - 1) 
v ~< (X ~ ~2), 
2~=o (m)r(X + r ) , - ,G -2r  
(N),  I I  (~ - 1) 
v -<- (X ~_ 0z). 
~i=0 i ( -1 )  (m),(N),_,a,_, 
Furthermore, if the bound is attained (with al, • . . , G ~ 0), then X is an s-design. 
PROOF. In each case we rewrite the inequality ao <~ 1 (see Theorem 1.1), using the 
first expressions (4.1) and (4.3) for ao, in Theorem 4.2. [] 
For an example,  see 4.10. 
Absolute bounds: the present situation 
By contrast with Theorem 4.6, an absolute bound for the size of X, in this context, is 
one depending on the size of A rather than upon the elements of A. For a Delsarte 
space, define R~(x) = Q~(x) +.  - . + Q~(x). 
THEOREM 4.7. Let X be a finite s-distance subset of a Delsarte space. Then 
v ~g~(1)  (e = IA\(0}[, e=s-e) .  
In case of equality the elements of A are the roots of xER~(x), and X is a (2s - e)-design. 
REMARK 4.8. It is wel l -known that t ~ 2s - e. With equality we call X a tight t-design. 
Tightness implies t t> 2s - 2, and hence that X is an association scheme (see Section 1, 
statement I I) .  We give the fol lowing resum6: 
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Tight t-designs in P. These have now been shown to exist only for t = 2, 3, 5 [3-7, 
19]. For t = 2, 3 examples are known [12, 16], but the classification is open. For  t = 5 
there are exactly two cases: (i) A = {0, ¼, 1} ,  realised uniquely by the 98 280 lines in 
minimal vectors of the Leech lattice in E24; (ii) A = {0, ¼, 1} realised uniquely by 
Example 4.5. 
Tight t-designs in g2. For t = 2n + 1 (n ~ N), X must be antipodal,  and defines a tight 
n-design in ~pd-1, corresponding to t = 2, 3 or 5 above. For  t = 2, we have only the 
vertices of a regular simplex in any Ed. For  t = 2n (n i> 2) only t = 4, A = {o~, fi} is 
possible and only one example is known- - the  27 vertices of the Gosset  polytope 221 in 
ff~6, with A = {-½, ~} (see [21, p. 157]). The classification here has defied all attempts. 
PROBLEM 4.9. Complete  the classification of tight t-designs in f2, P. The relevant 
polynomials Rn(x)  are 
R~(x)  = d(N  + 1)(N + 2)~((N + 1 + e)x  - (m + e) ) / (m + 1)~(N + e + 1), 
R2(x) = ½d((d + 2)x 2 + 2x - 1). 
REMARK. If the absolute bound is obtained then by Theorems 4.7 and 1.1, all ai are 
positive and a0 = 1. In particular, the special bound with angle set put equal to the 
elements of x ~R~(x) will equal the absolute bound. On the other hand, in cases where 
we know the absolute bound cannot be attained, but is integral, the special bound for 
each A (of the appropr iate size) may be reduced by 1. 
EXAMPLE 4.10. From the Golay  code one may construct [12] a set of 2048 points on 
g2 in E23, with A = {_9 ,  -1 ,  7}.  The special bound may be computed f rom Table 5 
as 2048 and therefore,  by Theorem 4.6, we have a 3-design (the accompanying 
conditions are satisfied). 
CONJECTURE 4.11. If  X~R is non-ant ipodal  and attains the special bound, then 
O~A.  
TABLE 4 
Bounds for subsets of U-P a 1 with angle set A = {cos: 0}, N= md, m = ½(~:, E), 
(x)i =x(x + 1)..- (x + i -  1) 
A Special bound Absolute bound 
{o~} d(1 - ¢) 
1 - do:  d (N  - m + 1) 
(0, oc} d(N + 1)(1 - o 0 d(N - m + 1)(X + 1) 
m + 1 -  (N+ 1)a~ m+l  
(N)2(1 - o0(1 - fi) (X - m + 1)2(N)2 
{,x, fi} (m)2 - m(U + 1)(a" + fl) + (N)2a'fi* 2(m)2 
(N)3(1 - o0(1 - fi) (U - m + 1)z(U)z 
{0, a', fl} (m)3_(m)2~N+2)(ol+f i )+m(U + 1)z,x/~$ 2(rn)3 
1- a~ + fl ~<2(m +1)/(N + 2). 
.~ o~ + fl ~< 3(m + 2)/(N + 4) arid 
3(m + 1)z - 2(m + 1)(N + 3)(a" + fl) + (N + 2)2o: fl ~> 0. 
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TABLE 5 
Bounds for non-antipodal s-distance subsets of £2: A= {cos0}= 
{0¢ fl,...} 0.i = ith elementary symmetric polynomial in elements of A 
s Special bound Restriction/absolute bound 
I I -eL  -1 
2 d(1 - o0(1 - fi) 
o:fld + 1 
3 d(a~ - 1)(fl - 1)(y - 1) 
o43rd + (o: + fl + r) 
d(d + 2)(1 - o0(1 - fl)(1 - y)(1 - 6) 
d(d + 2)0" 4+ (d + 2)0" 2+ 3 
at<0 
Absolute bound d + 1 
{ oL+fl~<O 
Absolute bound d(d + 3)/2 
{ o:+fl+7~<O 
(d + 2)0.2+ 3 ~0 
0.~ ~<0 
(d+4)o2+6>~0 
(d + 2)03 + 3ol ~< 0 
5. INTERSECTION NUMBERS AND POLYNOMIALS 
NOTATION 5.1. For a finite subset X of Delsarte space E, with angle set 
A = {or, fl, y , . . .} ,  we require the following: 
A~=A\{o :} ,  s = [A[, u- -s -1 - - ]A~[ .  
a~= ak(--A~), the elementary symmetric polynomial  of degree k in the negatives of 
the elements of A ~. 
g~ = ~ (~r - A) (~ e A ~). 
The intersection umbers of x, y c X, (x, y) = Y, 
p~t3(x ,y )=#{zeX: (z ,x )=o: ,  ( z ,y )=f i )  (o : , f ieA) ,  
are called well-defined if they depend only on o:, fi and y. The intersection polynomials 
of E, 
rain(i, j) 
gq(X) = Z fkfjkQk(X) (i, j = O, 1, 2 , . . . ) ,  
k~O 
where fr~ are the connection coefficients (3.1). 
THEOREM 5.2. For a t-design in Delsarte space E, with t>~2s-2 ,  the intersection 
numbers are well-defined, and given by 
1 
p~-  
g,~gl3 i,j=o 
,~ fl y i _  a._ ,o ._ j (vgq(7)  - 7 j) (o:,fl, yeA ,  u=s-1) .  (5.1) 
REMARK. That the p~a are well-defined if t ~>2s-  2 is due in case E = £2 to 
Delsarte, Goethals and Seidel [12] and, for a general Delsarte space, to Neumaier  [24]. 
The explicit formula (5.1) in the case E = P is given by Hoggar  [18], but the proof  goes 
through essentially unchanged for general E. The intersection polynomials gq(x) 
depend on the specific Delsarte space, and are obtained by a fairly complicated 
summation calculation, to be given elsewhere [22]. Here we give the general results for 
g2, P and some first consequences. 
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THEOREM 5.3. 
For E= P: 
~(~)  - - r ( i )  xr 
g,~(x) = C,~ ,=o (m + e), 
where C~k = (m + e)i(m)~+J(N)~+k+E. For E = (2: 
K2 gzi + ~,2~ +,(x ) = x egek(X 2 ) 
with g~ = 0 unless r = s is even. 
The intersection polynomials gik(x) (k ~ i) for P, £2 are as follows. 
(E = O, 1), 
(m =½, e=0 or 1), 
PROOF OF LAST PART. 
holds for g~, f rom its definition. Then 
k 
X g2i+e,2k+e( ) E ~ ~2 ga X = f2i+~.2p+ f2k+~.Zp+~Ozp+~( ) 
p ~0 
k 
E re ~'e e,'-~a/X2X = fi ,pfk,p x ~pt ), by Theorems 3.5 and 2.1, 
p~O 
= x Eg~k(X2), by definition of gi~(x). 
Because f~ = 0 unless r = s is even (Theorem 3.5), the same 
[] 
SPECIAL CASES 5.4. 
E = P: gio(X) = Ci, i >~ O, 
g,,(x) = C, l ( ix/m + 1), i>- l ,  
C { i(i--_l_)__ x2+2ix  1), i~>2. 
giz(X)= ,2 \m(m + 1) m + 
E = $2: gr,(x) = 0, for r - s odd. 
Let i ~> 0 below: 
C i = (~)i/(~d)i, g2i, o(X) = 1 , 
= g2i+l,,(X) xCi+, ' ' 
g2,+z,2(x) = Ci+m(2(i + 1)x z+ 1). 
REMARK 5.5. For a t-design with 0 c A in a general Delsarte space the calculation of 
A p° u (~,, # G0)  may be simplified. Since a ,  is the product of all e lements of A\{~.}, 
X including zero, we have a ,  = 0 (similarly, a~ u = 0) and so the summat ion in (5.1) may 
be started from i, j = 1. 
Intersection numbers and rationality of  the inner products. For t-designs in E, do the 
elements of A ' tend'  to become rational as t increases? If  t = s they can certainly be 
irrational, even in cases with much symmetry  and special structure, as in the following 
example. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. The 315 lines normal  to hyperplanes in quaternionic 3-space ~_~3, for 
which the corresponding reflections generate the Ha l l - Janko  group /~J (cf. [16, p. 
252]). These lines constitute a 5-design in HP  2 with 
A= 0 ,4 ,  2, . 
I f  t = 2s - e (e = 1 if 0 e A,  otherwise e = 0), a design is tight, and an e lement of .4 
must be either 0 or an integer reciprocal 1/n (see, e.g., [7]). 
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I f  t = 2s -  2 we do not know whether the inner products may be irrational or 
whether they must be rational. 
Test Case: E =/2,  A = {0, o~, fi}. (a) Suppose first that we only have t=s  - 1. Write 
d~ = d~, d2 = dt~, v = ISl- From equations (3.3), 
1 + Odo + old 1 d- rid 2 = O, 
1 + 02do + 0:2dl + fi2d 2 = v /d ;  
hence 
where 
fl = - (1  + oM1)/d2, o: =( -d l  + ~/ A)/(d~d2 + d2), (5.2) 
0 0 where r3 =Po, JPutJ > 0. From (5.2), 
where r l=dl /d2>O,  r2=- l /d2<O.  Thus or, 
fl = -r2r3/(rl - r3) (of opposite sign to ce). 
and hence 
[ 1 0 1£d 1 i 2 l+x  l+x  2]  
=v 0 x /d  2x2+1[ -  l+x  2x x+x z [ ,  
1/d 0 d(d+2)_ ]  L l+x2 x+x2 2x2 -[ 
B: ~" = [a, , ou,_j]/gzg~ = [azz Ol z 1]T[a2 ~ a[ 1]/g~gu o oj 
= 1 OXlO~ o l .  
gzgu a~ 1 
This is a useful device for applying Theorem 5.2 in the general case. The double 
summation equals trace(AB), or the inner product of A, B written out as vectors. In 
particular, 
p°u()., # 4= O) = v/gzgud(d + 2), 
o = v /d(d  + 2)o:2(a-  fl)z, P ~a 
pOo4~ -- -v /d (d  + 2) o~fi(o~ - fl)2, 
p °ct3 = v / d(d + 2)flz(a~ - fl)z, 
f l  = - - r3~ , 
+r io t=r2 ,  
fl are rational, with o: = r2/(rl - ra), 
CONJECTURE 5.7. A t-design in a Delsarte space, that satisfies t/> 2s -2 ,  has all its 
inner products rational. 
A ---~ d 2 - (d id  2 -~- d~)(1 - vd2/d  + d2). 
Thus tr, fi are either both rational or depend on the same quadratic irrational number 
(b) Let t>~2s-2 ,  still with A = {0, o4 13}. Now we can say more by using 5.4 
(special cases) and Remark 5.5 to calculate certain intersection numbers, which of 
course must be integral. It is convenient first to write down the following matrices: 
A: = v[g/~(x)] - [x' + xq 
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A FINAL COMMENT. Seymour and Zaslavsky proved that t-designs in any Delsarte 
space E exist for all t [25]. The problem now, as yet unresolved, is how to find them 
explicitly. When this is achieved the formula for intersection numbers will have plenty 
of applications, unless t ~>2s-  2 is a rare occurrence. However, if that is so, the 
formulae should help to prove it. 
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